Disciplinary Committee Report 2024

The current disciplinary committee line up is Arun Singh, Emma Goodwin, Kimberley Cowell and more recently Craig Wilkins and is chaired by Bryn Evans. This report covers the period from the 2023 AGM until April 7th 2024

It’s been quite a frustrating year for us with a number of complaints which were more squabbles between members/officials than serious conduct issues. There were a number of complaints originating from the Isle of Man, unfortunately owing to the failure to correctly incorporate them into the organisation these fall outside our scope, hopefully this will be corrected with some changes at the upcoming AGM.

We did uphold a number of complaints through the year which did meet the threshold of requiring action:

An official was issued a warning regarding his conduct at a Scottish Championship which he accepted.

An official has offered advice upon his future conduct following a Championship in the YNE.

We upheld a complaint against a non-executive officer for breaches of confidential information from board members following the distribution printed material.

A member was offered advice on his future conduct in relation to his conduct in supporting a club member (Who wasn’t a BP member) who threatened an official online.
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